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I wrote one joint paper [4℄ with Rodi a Simion. Rodi a had read my paper
[5℄ and knew from there that ertain lasses of graded partially ordered sets
had interesting onne tions with the theory of symmetri fun tions and the
representation theory of the symmetri group. The basi property of su h
posets is lo al rank-symmetry, i.e, every interval is graded and for all i has as
many elements of rank i as of orank i. For any nite graded poset P with
^0 and ^1 Ehrenborg [2℄[7, Exer. 7.48℄ de ned a ertain generating fun tion
FP (x) for the ag f -ve tor of P (whi h en odes the number of hains of P
whose elements have spe i ed ranks). When P is lo ally rank-symmetri
the generating fun tion FP is a tually a symmetri fun tion of the variables
x = (x1 ; x2 ; : : :), so the ma hinery of symmetri fun tions an be brought
to bear. The symmetri fun tion FP is asso iated in a natural way with a
virtual representation of the symmetri group Sn (where n = rank(P )) whose
dimension is the number of maximal hains of P , and one an ask when this
virtual representation is a tually a \ni e" permutation representation of Sn
a ting on the maximal hains. Su h an a tion an be found if P has a CLlabeling  (in the sense of Bjorner-Wa hs) with a spe ial property alled
an S-labeling. One glaring defe t of this general theory was the dearth of
interesting examples.
In the spring of 1997 both Rodi a and I were parti ipants in the Combinatorial Program at MSRI in Berkeley. One day she walked into my oÆ e and
asked \Did you realize that posets of shues are lo ally rank-symmetri ?"
Posets of shues (or shue posets) are an intriguing generalization of nite
boolean algebras dis overed by Curtis Greene [3℄. I had heard Curtis Greene
le ture on them but had given them no thought sin e. In parti ular it never
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o urred to me that shue posets might be lo ally rank-symmetri . Rodi a's
question immediately seized my attention and relegated all other mathemati al proje ts to the ba k burner. Here was a totally unexpe ted example to
whi h we ould try to apply the elaborate theory of lo ally rank-symmetri
posets. One interesting aspe t of shue posets is that they are not self-dual.
All other known \natural" examples of lo ally rank-symmetri posets are in
fa t lo ally self-dual, i.e., every interval is isomorphi to its dual.
Collaborating on mathemati s with Rodi a was an exhilirating experien e. She had an enthusiasm for mathemati al resear h whi h infe ted anyone she worked with. Ea h day she would ome to my oÆ e with her latest
ideas, whi h we would attempt to iron out together into a oherent and elegant theory. O asionally we would arry on our dis ussions at a afe rather
than at MSRI. Rodi a made three fundamental ontributions to the paper,
in addition to numerous small improvements, examples, et . (1) The idea of
looking at shue posets in the rst pla e was Rodi a's. (2) She dis overed
the orre t labeling rule for the CL property. Unlike previous examples of loally rank-symmetri posets [5℄[6℄, a stronger and more manageable labeling
ondition known as EL was not suÆ ient. When Rodi a dis overed the CL
labeling she was looking for EL labelings and didn't realize at rst that her
\faulty" EL-labeling was pre isely what was needed for a CL labeling! (3) A
spe ial property of shue posets not dire tly relevant to lo al rank-symmetry
is that every interval of a shue poset is a produ t of shue posets. This
allows one to de ne a monoid of \multipli ative fun tions" on shue posets
and suggests the problems of \determining" this monoid, i.e., des ribing it in
a on rete way without referen e to shue posets. Exa tly su h a program
appears in [1, x5.2℄ for the latti e of partitions of a set, where the monoid
onsists of power series with onstant term 0 under the operation of omposition. The rst step needed to determine the shue poset monoid is a
ombinatorial des ription of multipli ation in the monoid. This is equivalent
to determining the number of elements t in a shue poset su h that the intervals [^0; t℄ and [t; ^1℄ are isomorphi to a pres ribed produ t of shue posets.
This intri ate ombinatorial problem was solved by Rodi a. I supplied the
argument for stating this result as an operation on generating fun tions [5,
Thm. 5.2℄.
It is lear from the above dis ussion that Rodi a made several fundamental ontributions to our joint paper. We had some additional plans for
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ollaboration whi h her premature death tragi ally ut short. It is a great
loss for all of ombinatori s, as well as for me personally, that Rodi a is
no longer here to dis over beautiful new mathemati s and to inspire other
resear hers to do the same.
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